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Abstract
The Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) is a powerful framework for captur-
ing decision-making problems that involve state and transition uncertainty. However, most current
POMDP planners cannot effectively handle high-dimensional image observations prevalent in real
world applications, and often require lengthy online training that requires interaction with the en-
vironment. In this work, we propose Visual Tree Search (VTS), a compositional learning and plan-
ning procedure that combines generative models learned offline with online model-based POMDP
planning. The deep generative observation models evaluate the likelihood of and predict future
image observations in a Monte Carlo tree search planner. We show that VTS is robust to different
types of image noises that were not present during training and can adapt to different reward struc-
tures without the need to re-train. This new approach significantly and stably outperforms several
baseline state-of-the-art vision POMDP algorithms while using a fraction of the training time.
Keywords: Partially Observable Markov Decision Process, Monte Carlo Tree Search, Composi-
tional Learning, Generative Models

1. Introduction

Many sequential decision making problems, such as autonomous driving (Bai et al., 2015; Sunberg
et al., 2017), cancer screening (Ayer et al., 2012), spoken dialog systems (Young et al., 2013), and
aircraft collision avoidance (Holland et al., 2013), involve uncertainty in both sensing and planning.
Planning under partial observability is challenging, as the agent must address both localization and
uncertainty-aware planning through active information gathering in the environment. By capturing
the observation uncertainty through a belief distribution over possible states, the agent will be able
to fully close the observation-plan-action loop. While there are many methods that can either handle
visual localization (Jonschkowski et al., 2018; Karkus et al., 2020, 2021) or planning under uncer-
tainty (Van Den Berg et al., 2012; Todorov and Li, 2005), a naı̈ve combination of these methods, for
instance by assuming the certainty equivalence principle or simplifying the observation space, may
not yield meaningful closed-loop control policies that enable active information gathering under
more general environmental assumptions.

The partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) formalism is a powerful frame-
work that can capture and systematically solve these sequential decision making under uncertainty
problems. However, finding an optimal POMDP policy is computationally demanding, and often
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Figure 1: Visual Tree Search interfaces offline deep generative model training with online model-based
POMDP filtering and planning.

intractable, due to the uncertainty introduced by imperfect observations (Papadimitriou and Tsitsik-
lis, 1987). One popular approach to deal with this challenge is to use online algorithms that look for
local approximate policies as the agent interacts with the environment rather than a global policy
that maps every possible outcome to an action, such as Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) and sim-
ilar variants (Browne et al., 2012; Silver and Veness, 2010; Sunberg and Kochenderfer, 2018; Ye
et al., 2017; Kurniawati and Yadav, 2016). Many of these state-of-the-art MCTS algorithms enjoy
computational efficiency (Sunberg and Kochenderfer, 2018; Mern et al., 2021; Lim et al., 2021) and
finite sample convergence guarantees to the optimal policy (Lim et al., 2020, 2021). Despite their
flexibility and optimality, these methods rely on having access to generative models and observa-
tion density models, which limits the class of problems they can solve in practice. In many realistic
scenarios with high dimensional observations like RGB images, these POMDP methods cannot be
applied without knowing or learning the relevant models or simplifying the environment.

Recently, there has been an increased interest in solving vision POMDPs, i.e. POMDPS with
image or video observations, using deep learning methods. Model-free vision POMDP algorithms
train an end-to-end deep neural network policy to learn both a latent belief representation and a
planner (Karkus et al., 2017; Mnih et al., 2013; Igl et al., 2018), which benefit from not having to
specify the transition and observation models and can learn complex policies. However, they may
lack interpretability, not generalize well to new unseen tasks, and not leverage much prior knowl-
edge about the system, especially in robotics settings. In contrast, model-based vision POMDP
algorithms (Wang et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2021) combine classical filtering and planning tech-
niques with deep learning. While such algorithmic structure allows the models to focus on specific
tasks, making them sample efficient and robust, these methods often rely on simplified approaches
for planning in the belief space and require learning an advantage function that only partially cap-
tures uncertainty by coupling observations with rewards.

Thus, we propose Visual Tree Search (VTS), a procedure to solve vision POMDPs by com-
bining deep generative models and online tree search planning, effectively framing the POMDP
reinforcement learning problem as a compositional unsupervised learning problem. Our key insight
is to utilize compositional learning approaches to bridge the offline training of individual sets of
models with online model-based planning that uses learning-enabled components. Additionally, we
decouple observation and reward information during the online planning by sampling from the ob-
servation distribution. Introducing the algorithmic prior knowledge of particle filtering and MCTS
decreases the computational complexity required by the learning and captures state and transition
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uncertainty without dependence on reward structure. Our empirical analyses demonstrate that VTS
enhances performance, robustness, and interpretability of neural network components.

2. Background

POMDPs. A POMDP is defined with a 7-tuple (S,A,O,T,Z,R,g), with state space S, action space
A, observation space O, transition density T (s0|s,a), observation density Z(o|s), reward function
R(s,a), and discount g 2 [0,1) (Kochenderfer, 2015; Bertsekas, 2005). Specifically, we say “con-
tinuous POMDPs” to denote those with continuous state, action, and observation spaces. Since the
agent receives only noisy observations of the true state, it can infer the state by maintaining a be-
lief bt 2 B at each step t and updating it with the new action and observation pair (at+1,ot+1) via
Bayesian filtering (Kaelbling et al., 1998). A policy p : B ! A maps a belief b to an action a. The
agent seeks to find an optimal policy p⇤ that maximizes the expected cumulative reward.

Monte Carlo Tree Search. In Monte Carlo planning, it is not always necessary to evaluate the
exact probability of all transitions and observations, and merely generating samples of next state
s
0, reward r, and observation o is sufficient. In particular, many Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)

algorithms only require that we have generative models that can generate (s0,r,o) samples with den-
sities s

0 ⇠ T (s0|s,a) and o⇠G(o|s0), and observation density models that can evaluate the likelihood
w = Z(o|s0). Using these samples, MCTS can reason about the transition and observation densities
by balancing exploration and exploitation to approximate the true reward distribution. This results
in an approximate online policy that maximizes the expected sum of rewards at each planning step.

Deep generative models. Deep generative models can be used to sample from probability distri-
butions over high dimensional spaces such as spaces of images and videos. While some deep gen-
erative models, such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), try to sample from distributions
by making the samples seem as “realistic” as possible, other models such as Variational Autoen-
coders (VAEs) map complex distributions to simpler ones via latent space embedding. Conditional
generative models condition on another variable to sample from conditional distributions (Mirza
and Osindero, 2014; Zhao et al., 2017). In our MCTS planner, we use deep generative models G to
sample observations conditioned on the state, and P to propose state particles given the current ob-
servation. For our neural network training procedures, we make the ground truth state information
available to the planner during training, but keep it unavailable during testing.

3. Related Works

Planning under uncertainty. Planning under state and transition uncertainty requires planners to
simultaneously localize and optimally plan through active information gathering. Popular control-
based methods involve variants of the iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (Todorov and Li, 2005;
Van Den Berg et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017), which perform trajectory optimization over a simpli-
fied belief space. While such methods can handle continuous dynamics and leverage fast optimiza-
tion computational tools, they cannot effectively handle image observations and high-dimensional
state spaces. They also make simplifying Gaussian belief assumptions and are only locally optimal
within the simplified belief space. Other sampling-based methods such as Sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) (Piché et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020) ameliorate the above shortcomings by augmenting
sampling-based planning with advantage networks, but do so at the cost of being unable to reason
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about future observations. Such an approximation effectively assumes that the state uncertainty
vanishes at the next step, which is proven to be sometimes suboptimal (Kaelbling et al., 1998).

On the other hand, state-of-the-art tree search planners have shown success in relatively large or
continuous space POMDP planning problems. Most notably, POMCPOW and PFT-DPW (Sunberg
and Kochenderfer, 2018), LABECOP (Hoerger and Kurniawati, 2020), and DESPOT-a (Garg et al.,
2019) were shown to be effective in solving continuous observation POMDP problems. They use
weighted collections of particles to efficiently represent complex beliefs. Provided the particles are
weighted appropriately based on the observation likelihood, tree search using these particle beliefs
will converge to a globally optimal policy (Lim et al., 2020). These tree search methods require
access to generative models and observation density models to effectively plan, which we aim to
learn with neural networks to extend the scope of the tree search methods. In this work, we integrate
the PFT-DPW algorithm to handle learning-based model components.

Deep learning for vision POMDP. Recently, there has been increased interest in solving POMDPs
involving visual observations through deep learning (Guillén et al., 2005; Karkus et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2019). Model-free vision POMDP solvers such as QMDP-net (Karkus et al., 2017) and Deep
Variational Reinforcement Learning (Igl et al., 2018) maintain a latent belief vector whose update
rule is learned via a neural network. They then learn corresponding value or policy networks in this
latent belief state and action space. Furthermore, since these methods usually make minimal sets
of assumptions, extensions of such techniques can also be seen in embodied artificial intelligence
applications (Karkus et al., 2021; Ai et al., 2022)

Model-based vision POMDP works such as Differentiable Particle Filter (DPF) (Jonschkowski
et al., 2018) allow conventional particle filtering techniques to be interfaced with complex visual
observations. This algorithm contains multiple linked neural network components, including a par-
ticle proposer, an observation model, and a dynamics model, that are designed to be trained end-to-
end. A recent work extends DPF with entropy regularization and provides convergence guarantees
(Corenflos et al., 2021). Dual Sequential Monte Carlo (DualSMC) (Wang et al., 2020) extends the
DPF methods further to introduce an adversarial filtering objective and integrate in the SMC plan-
ner, making it a fully closed-loop POMDP solver. In this work, we extend DPF and DualSMC to
interface tree search planners.

Compositional learning. In compositional learning, a learning task is broken down into neural
network components that each specialize in different tasks. These components are then integrated
to learn complex relations, allowing for less data and training resources to be used overall. Compo-
sitional learning can be achieved either through provided compositional structure in the form of an
algorithmic prior (Andreas et al., 2016; Hudson and Manning, 2018), or by automatically discov-
ering such structures (Rosenbaum et al., 2018; Alet et al., 2018; Kirsch et al., 2018; Meyerson and
Miikkulainen, 2018). This paradigm has enjoyed success in various reinforcement learning settings,
particularly multi-task problems (Devin et al., 2017; Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018; Yang et al., 2020;
Mittal et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2022).

4. Visual Tree Search

In the Visual Tree Search (VTS) algorithm, we integrate the learned POMDP model components
with classical filtering and planning techniques, interfaced by the belief state. This results in a
POMDP solver that can learn model components that are more sample efficient and interpretable
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Figure 2: Overview of Visual Tree Search (VTS). The models learned with neural networks are shown in
yellow – the transition model is shown in gradient, since it can be learned or pre-defined. The contributions
of the models for filtering are shown in blue arrows, and planning in red arrows, and numbers in brackets
show corresponding steps in Algorithm 1.

than end-to-end approaches. It also benefits from having a robust particle filter and planner built
upon techniques with theoretical guarantees, and can adapt to different task rewards. To integrate
planning techniques that use online tree search, we must have access to a conditional generative
model that can generate image observations o from a given state s according to the likelihood den-
sity Z(o|s). In this section, we outline the filtering and planning algorithms and models, and the
compositional training procedure.

4.1. Differentiable Particle Filtering

For particle filtering, we leverage a family of architectures called Differentiable Particle Filters
(DPF) (Jonschkowski et al., 2018), which combine classical particle filtering algorithms with convo-
lutional neural networks that can handle complex observations. We learn two neural network-based
models: (1) Observation density Zq that gives the likelihood weights wt = Zq (ot |st), (2) Particle
proposer Pf that allows us to sample states st ⇠ Pf (ot). The Greek letters denote the parameters
of these neural network models. Specifically for our work, we adapt the DPF architecture intro-
duced in DualSMC (Wang et al., 2020), in which the observation and proposer networks are trained
with an adversarial optimization objective: Zq serves as a discriminator that gives higher likeli-
hoods to states that are more likely for a given observation, and Pf serves as a conditional generator
that proposes plausible state particles for a given observation. In principle, we can also train DPF
with entropy regularization (Corenflos et al., 2021) with optimality guarantees. We assume that the
transition model T is known, which is not a limiting assumption for many POMDP problems (e.g.
POMDPs with physical dynamics). However, in principle it can be learned in a supervised fashion
from a dataset of (st ,at ,st+1) triplets using a simple regression model.

The filtering procedure is described below; the belief is represented by bt ⇡ {s
(k)
t ,w(k)

t }K

k=1, with
K as the number of particles. First, the agent takes a step with an action chosen by the planner.
Then, the agent updates the predicted states (s0

t+1)
(k) with the transition model T . The observation
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Algorithm 1 Visual Tree Search Algorithm.
Input: Hyperparameters for neural networks (z ), DPF (c), MCTS (r), maximum time step Tmax.
Output: Action at at each step t.

1: Collect data D of tuples (st ,at ,ot ,st+1) through random sampling or exploration.
2: [Optional] Train the transition model Ty with data tuples (st ,at ,st+1).
3: [Training] Jointly train the observation density model Zq and particle proposer model Pf with data tuples

(st ,ot ,{ŝt,i}), where {ŝt,i} are particle estimates of st .
4: [Training] Train the observation conditional generator model Gx with data tuples (st ,ot).
5: for t = 1 to Tmax do
6: [Filtering] If t = 1, initialize the belief state bt . Otherwise, after receiving ot , update the belief state bt

with DPF(Ty ,Zq ,Pf ,c).
7: [Planning] Run MCTS(Ty ,Zq ,Gx ,r) on the belief state bt to obtain and perform action at .
8: end for

ot obtained from the environment is fed into the observation density Zq , which provides the likeli-
hood of an observation given the state. This is used to update the likelihood weights (w0

t+1)
(k) of

each particle. In order to ensure robustness in the particle representation of the belief state, the par-
ticle proposer deep generative model Pf proposes plausible state particles for a given observation,
replacing some fraction of the particles. This fraction is made to decay exponentially over time.

4.2. Tree Search Planner

Monte Carlo Tree Search. For the online planner, we use the Particle Filter Trees-Double Pro-
gressive Widening (PFT-DPW) algorithm (Sunberg and Kochenderfer, 2018). PFT-DPW is a parti-
cle belief-based MCTS planner that is relatively easy to implement and efficiently vectorizes parti-
cle filtering. Additionally, a simplified version of PFT-DPW has optimality guarantees (Lim et al.,
2020). However, any continuous POMDP tree search planner can be used instead.

Although PFT-DPW does not require a discrete action space, we discretize the action space for
our navigational problems to simplify the computation without loss of generality. We allow the
robotic agent to move in the 8 cardinal and diagonal directions with full thrust so that actions in
the tree search are sufficiently distinct. While this means we work with a limited action space, we
can ensure that we travel with full thrust to get to the goal faster and reduce the complexity of both
planning and generating observations. However, we could also work with a continuous action space
in principle. Furthermore, we provide PFT-DPW with a naı̈ve rollout policy of actuating straight
towards the goal and calculating the expected reward, which PFT-DPW can use as a reference and
vastly improve upon.

Observation conditional generative model. Deep conditional generative models enable online
model-based POMDP planning with images. To plan with a tree search planner, we need to be able
to generate the next step states and observations, and evaluate the likelihood of the observations.
With models from DPF, we can generate the next step state with transition model T and calculate
the likelihood weight with observation density Zq , which are also used in the filtering procedure.
Thus, we only additionally need to learn a deep generative model Gx that generates an observation
ot given a state st : ot ⇠ Gx (st). We use a Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) (Sohn et al.,
2015) for this, where the state st is the conditional variable, since it had the most consistent training
and performance in our experiments.
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4.3. Compositional Training of Visual Tree Search

We train each neural network model with pre-collected data D containing tuples of (st ,at ,ot ,st+1),
as shown in Lines 1-4 of Algorithm 1. The Zq and Pf models are trained on random batches
containing (st ,ot ,{ŝt,i}), which are states, observations, and synthetic belief particle sets generated
by sampling states from a normal distribution centered at st . The Gx model is similarly trained on
state and observation pairs (st ,ot).

In this way, the VTS training procedure shifts the POMDP problem from a reinforcement learn-
ing problem to a compositional learning problem, in which each model in the POMDP is trained
in an unsupervised fashion. This drastically decreases the problem complexity, as we have explicit
control over the learning objective of each model and the schedule of the training. It also allows us
to better approximate the data distribution via sampling or exploration, as opposed to an evolving
on-policy planner distribution that often starts off poorly and provides heavily biased data.

5. Experiments

We compare VTS to other state-of-the-art vision POMDP algorithms, DualSMC (Wang et al., 2020),
DVRL (Igl et al., 2018) and PlaNet (Hafner et al., 2019), on two benchmark vision POMDP prob-
lems. First, we tested our algorithm on the 2D Floor Positioning problem (Wang et al., 2020)
to demonstrate that using the VTS learning and planning procedure can significantly decrease the
training time. Then, we prepared our own version of the 3D Light-Dark problem in the Stanford
Large-Scale 3D Indoor Spaces dataset (Armeni et al., 2017) to set up a more challenging navigation
task that requires the agent to plan with realistic indoor building RGB images. We also performed
ablation tests with the 3D Light-Dark experiment in which we varied the reward structure using
spurious traps and the observation space using random visual occlusions. In each section, we calcu-
late the results of the planner performances for 1000 testing episodes for Floor Positioning and 500
for 3D Light-Dark. For online planning speed, VTS takes around 0.26 seconds to plan for Floor
Positioning and 0.80 seconds for 3D Light-Dark on average, while other planners require less than
0.05 seconds for both problems. The experimental summary figures are given in Fig. 3. 1

5.1. Floor Positioning Problem

In this problem, a robotic agent is randomly placed around the center of either the top or the bottom
floor, and it must infer its position by relying on a radar-like observation in all four cardinal direc-
tions, which bounces off the nearest wall. The top and bottom floors are indistinguishable within
the “corridor states” of the hallways, but the robotic agent can take advantage of the “wall states” by
traveling closer to the top or bottom walls of each floor, where it can receive different observations
due to the different wall placements in each floor. The agent must reach the goal and avoid the trap,
where the goal is the left end of the hallway in the top floor and right end in the bottom floor, and
the trap is at the opposite side of the goal in each floor.

Planner comparison. Overall, VTS is the most successful among the three planners with reason-
able online planning time and steps taken, while requiring less than half the training time. VTS
training is fast since it does not rely on planner performance and only needs to be supplied with rel-
evant state and observation batches. However, other online training algorithms require the policy to

1. In addition, the full tabular results summary, VTS training data details, hyperparameters and computation details, and
source code link are in the appendices provided at https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09456.
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Figure 3: The results of 4 different planners, VTS, DualSMC, DVRL, and PlaNet, on Floor Positioning and
3D Light-Dark. Sub figures denote: (a) training time, (b) steps taken, (c) task success, and (d) episode reward.

(a) Initial Belief (b) Localization (c) Reaching Goal

Figure 4: Example VTS behavior for Floor Positioning, where the planner starts the problem with the initial
belief (a), localizes in the wall states (b), and successfully reaches the goal (c).

interact with the environment, and as such, much of the time is spent earlier in the training episodes
when the planner can neither localize nor reach the goal. Since tree search methods learn the policy
online and are more difficult to parallelize, they typically trade off the offline training time with the
online learning and planning time. Despite this, VTS plans reasonably fast while maintaining the
efficiency and flexibility of an online planner. We also tested DualSMC with a known T model to
ensure VTS is not given an advantage by knowing T for model-based planning, but observed no
statistically significant difference in performance. In Fig. 4, we show an example trajectory of the
VTS agent, in which the agent quickly localizes in the wall states and then reaches the goal.

5.2. 3D Light-Dark Problem

The Light-Dark problem is a family of problems in which an agent starting in a “dark” region can
localize by taking a detour into a “light” region before reaching the goal. Observations are noisier
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in the dark region than in the light region. The 3D Light-Dark problem extends this problem to have
3D image observations with salt-and-pepper pixel-wise noise.

Figure 5: Example schema for 3D Light-Dark,
localizing in the light region to reach the goal in
the dark region.

The observations consist of 32⇥32⇥3 RGB im-
ages from the agent’s perspective. Our environment
is more challenging to reason with than the one in
Wang et al. (2020), since the RGB images are ren-
dered from a realistic hallway scene dataset rather
than a synthetic environment. The agent receives a
reward for reaching the goal and a penalty if it enters
a “trap”.

Figure 6: VTS can localize without light obser-
vations (top), unlike DualSMC (bottom).

Planner comparison. In the Light-Dark problem
and its variants, VTS performs the best among four
planners not only by taking full advantage of the
image features, but also by being able to adapt to
different reward structures and distribution shifts in
the noisy observations during test time. Also, Du-
alSMC sometimes fails to have successful training
seeds, and DVRL and PlaNet have lower task suc-
cess rates despite all successful training seeds.

Among the successful training seeds for Du-
alSMC, VTS and DualSMC have comparable suc-
cess rates, but the VTS planner takes fewer steps to reach the goal. While this is only 4.5 steps
difference on average, further inspection of the planner trajectories in Fig. 6 reveals an interesting
insight. Unlike the traditional light-dark problems, the VTS results for 3D Light-Dark suggest that
the planner in fact is able to localize solely with the noisy observations in the dark region. This
shows that while the salt-and-pepper noise observations are hard to interpret, the corrupted RGB
images actually contain sufficient information to localize given enough observations.

Figure 7: VTS can avoid new test time traps
(top), while other planners like DVRL disregard
the traps (bottom).

Test-time changes: Spurious traps. VTS has ad-
ditional advantages in its robustness and adaptabil-
ity, which we showcase through experiments on
modified Light-Dark environments. First, to test the
adaptability of different planners on test-time reward
structure difference, we perform an ablation with
spurious traps that appear during test time. These
traps are regions of negative reward that do not af-
fect the observation or transition distributions. They
could, for example, represent the presence of unfore-
seen hazards. Over 500 testing episodes, we ran-
domly generate the locations of two 0.5⇥0.5 square traps over a particular strip in the environment
and compare the performances of the models without additional training or modification.

Since VTS uses an online planner, it can easily adapt to new reward structures at test time
without the need to retrain an entire planner. We see in Fig. 7 that while the other planners ignore
these new trap regions because they are not represented by their models, the VTS planner is able to
take into account rewards seen while planning. Thus, while the success rate of all planners remains
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similar to the vanilla experiment, VTS achieves a much higher reward than all other planners while
taking more steps as it actively tries to avoid these traps.

Test-time changes: Image occlusions. Second, we compare planner performances when the form
of the noise in the image observations changes during test time. During test time only, images seen
in the dark region contain random blacked out 15⇥15 squares instead of salt-and-pepper noise.

Figure 8: VTS can optimally plan even with oc-
clusions (top), while other planners like PlaNet
fail to reach the goal (bottom).

We also find that VTS is robust to distribution
shifts in the image noise at test time. Fig. 8 shows
VTS maintaining a good success rate and number
of steps taken, while other planners are struggling
to generalize to this new scenario. The additional
robustness of VTS seems to be due to the Zq and Pf
models being trained with high fidelity data samples
through random batch sampling or exploration.

In contrast, other planners that use on-policy
training and complex non-separable architectures
suffer from such distribution shifts. This is likely
due to lack of control over on-policy exploration and
the inability to cover many possible scenarios with such limited interaction with the environment.
Due to this difference in data variation, we conjecture that the Zq and Pf models in VTS learn more
precise and robust features.

5.3. Discussion

When comparing the performance of VTS with algorithms such as DVRL and PlaNet, we recognize
the importance of explicitly modeling the connection between observations and states via belief
particle sets. This comparison also demonstrates the ability of a compositional approach to allow
for greater performance and robustness. We also demonstrate the difference made by using the Gx
model to sample from the observation distribution P(o|s) during planning by comparing VTS with
DualSMC. Using Gx provides a way to decouple observation and reward information, unlike the
advantage function that DualSMC uses during SMC-based planning. Additionally, VTS leverages
offline training to reduce overall training time while still generating a strong policy.

6. Conclusion

The development of Visual Tree Search suggests new ways to think about integrating uncertainty-
aware learning and control. VTS demonstrates that a more principled integration of control and
planning techniques both illuminates the interpretability of each model component and saves train-
ing time by cleanly partitioning what each network is responsible for. This benefits researchers and
practitioners alike, as a more interpretable and theoretically principled planner that is also quicker
to train is beneficial in many practical safety critical scenarios with limited training resources.

Our work also raises the question of what is the most natural, effective, and safety-ensured
method of combining pre-existing controllers and planners, which are extensively studied both the-
oretically and experimentally, with learning-based components, which can model many complex
functions and phenomena. VTS is one such way of accomplishing that goal, but there are other
ways to achieve principled integration of learning and control.
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